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The global futures trade room industry is massive (722 sites), growing (51 new sites in last 3 months) and 

unregulated (outside of FINRA, SEC or CFTC; 1).  So there is nothing preventing highly dubious get rich 

schemes, cherry picking results, parading statistically unlikely profits or promoting staggering claims of 

wealth.  In fact, this is the standard bravado from hundreds of sites, making it impossible to discriminate. 

For example if you were to seek the best futures rooms by search engine methods using the word “best”, 

you will see it used by hundreds of rooms to denote teaching, education, performance, accuracy, 

mentorships, programs, etc. It has been trampled beyond recognition and yet while splattered ad nauseam, 

none of these “best” rooms seem to be able to define “best” nor substantiate how best was measured 

(imagine 50 car manufacturers all claiming best mpg rating but having no measurements!). But don’t 

release the Kraken just yet – not only “best” but accurate, exceptional, exclusive, expert, high probability, 

must-see, never-seen before, precise, powerful, professional, proprietary, remarkable, revelation, 

revolutionary, secret, smart, successful, stunning, wealth producing, and wonderful all fall into the class of 

puffery statements and are useless in room selection.  Furthermore there are now entire “room reviews”, 

authored by those that have not been in that room, have not executed any trades in that rooms nor verified 

the room’s track record or trade transparency in real time. Such reviews are drivel.  

The inability to effectively search for best rooms leads to costly mistakes:  I bought three expensive 

offerings, none of which were effective in my hands but all were sold with ironclad contracts that 
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precluded refunds. Expensive mistakes lead to battered trader syndrome (coined Patrick MontesDeOca) 

where we become jaundiced and suspicious of trade rooms as we bleat out our laminations in chat rooms.  

I instead began a methodological evaluation of trade rooms that traversed the entire global futures industry 

– all I could find - now at 722 (full list available; 2) until I was clearly able to define “best”. Now 6.3 years 

later my definition of “best” are those rooms trade truthfully, transparently and profitably as they: 

1. Post a detailed truthful and forthright track record 

2. Net >$50K per year at 3 contacts per trade; and  

3. Show or communicate their trades (entry, stop, target) so I can see, understand and replicate.  

These 3 requirements (or doctrines as I call them; 3) 

may seem obvious now but it took years to establish 

them and to assess all 722 trade rooms. Just 

consider for a moment on finding a track record: 

these are all the current trade rooms that begin with 

“A” that do not have a track record- only the A’s. 

Fellow traders continually burst down my doors with 

“great rooms” for me to consider. And as Mark Ross 

will attest to, when I ask to the see a track record, 

they avoid my questions, wobble in defense and 

eventually slink away, unable to validate a single 

trade. To me a track record is a big deal; as Einstein 

said “A thing that has not been measured cannot be 

understood”.  Personally I find it incomprehensible to measure nothing, trade nothing and then go on to 

claim anything like success, accuracy, power or value.  

As this shows, the three requirement above are very difficult to achieve and only 11 rarified rooms to date 

have met all three; these best rooms I call Trade Titans (4-6) and they are in ascending alphabetical order: 

 CFRN 

 E Mini Volume Trader 

 Equity Management Academy 

 Global Futures Trade Network 

 Nightly Patterns  

 Oil Scalper 

 RIOS Quant  

 TraderShark 

 Trading With Rev 

 True North Trading 

 Valhalla Futures 

 

When I trade with any of these Trade Titians I am trading at the 99th percentile of performance and I am 

surrounded by trade competence, truthful records, within a friendly and patient room environment overlaid 

with didactic teaching. It is a luxury in no uncertain terms.  Over the last 3 months, I have found two more 

rooms I now recommend as Trade Titans:  
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Globaltraderoom.com; Simon Yousef, CEO and Head Trader, 

with Bob Amico and Sandy Sehgal, Head Traders; 7:30 ~15:00 

EST (12:30 – 20:00 Zulu); GC, CL, NG, ES, TF, 6B, NQ, YM.  This 

room, identified by my friend and computer expert Dimitri Arabatzis 

(who also brokered my introduction), presents uniquely from the 722 rooms I have seen to date: it hosts 3 

head traders (count them three) and 3 trade rooms (US, Asian, London) operating in smooth harmony. 

They are scalpers by admission, strict with their stops, with one contract reserved for the trade runner when 

it presents.  They detail trade strategy and announce trade entries, targets and stops well in advance while 

actively managing the trade during execution. Over the last 6 months of 2014, they averaged 9.88 trades/d, 

with greater emphasis in the exotics (TF, GC, and CL). Like other Trade Titans I have recommended 

(CFRN, OilScalper) this room is for life memberships, with unlimited free trials offered every Tuesday for 

the US session (excellent). I spent many weeks in their room and just enjoyed the blended calls of trade 

trichotomy within a didactic environment, watching as they vastly exceeded the $50K net/year requirement. 

They are agile, decisive and expert traders that achieve a rich selection of trades throughout the day.  

 

Trade2Live.com, ScalpingEmini Program: George Mahshigian, 

Founder, CEO, and Head Trader: up to 24 hours; ES. George 

Mahshigian, Founder of Emini Strategies (a recommended Trade 

Titan; 4), and later OilScalper.com (also a Trade Titan; 5), has 

launched the completely automated, fully customizable, ScalpingEmini program (a service of 

Trade2Live.com) that scalps the E-mini SP. To reduce slippage, the strategy uses minute bars as opposed 

to momentum or range bars. When first introduced, this program was demonstrated real time in its own 

trade room, monitored and narrated by George. I observed it directly for several weeks and was easily able 

to replicate trade entries and targets for both conservative and aggressive strategies, shown in side-by-side 

price charts.  I combined my empirical calculations with the individual trade stat data in 2014 performance 

report (although any of the past 5 years were of similar statistical merit) to establish trade consistency and 

P/L uniformity. Each contract within a 3 contract trade is tracked individually and $12 round trip costs/trade 

have been collectively subtracted for the posted net P/L.  The net P/L per year for both conservative and 

aggressive greatly exceeds the net $50K threshold and programs provide smooth trade calls for any time 

frame of interest.  Although the trade room is no longer available, this program is both easy and easier: 

Easy: it comes with a full 30 day money back guarantee so you can try it for a full month, exploring 

any and all options and if dissatisfied, return it for a full purchase refund. A splendid offer coupled 

to a zero risk opportunity.  

Easier: rather than buying this system and trading your own account, Trade2Live is offering Broker 

Assisted Trading with pre-defined settings on a monthly basis.  

Both options allow you to harness the precise trading capacity of the ScalpingEmini program. 

And finally, to round out the Trade Titans, some updates since my last published review: 

CFRN: started a Trade Alert Service (3 years in the making) that is emailed with trade recommendations 
– accurate and easy to apply each evening to the following day.   
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Equity Management Academy:  The VC Price Momentum Indicator are a daily algorithms that have been 
applied to day trading stocks, ETF’s, futures and options. Very impressive track record- take a look.  
Rev’s Futures Day Trading: a new trader, John Gruendler, exclusively for NQ starting at 8 am EST.  
RIOS Quant: The Trading Room® TradeLAB live sessions training three times per week and access to 
"What's Working Now" meet ups.  
TraderShark: a new moderator Art Dill and has expanded ES trading to include CL, 6E and GC.  
True North Trading is trading new indices (CL, ES, GC, TF) at no additional cost to room membership.  
Valhalla Futures now offering Version 4.1 of the Indicator Package, including Serial Sequent has been 
released, which includes an important new level of price exhaustion, pre-plotted, called Inverted Retest.  
 

The $1K/Day Club™: 

As a fortitude (a group of retail futures traders; 6), we seek to maximize profits using various methods, 

strategies or approaches to understand our trades over time. Some traders stack multiple indicators on top 

of each other, looking for various configurations optimal for trade profitability. Some use a check list of 

indicators to signal preferred trades while others harness price patterns (head/shoulders; M, W, wedges), 

horizontals (pivots, support/resistance; overnight highs/lows, etc.), channels (Keltner, Donchian) and 

moving averages. It behooves us to harness past data and events in a constructive manner to help us 

better understand next moves in index price. 

I instead try to understand and improve on valid trade outcomes by evaluation of the future P/L around 

different exit strategies (this is Part I - my most powerful method to increase P/L), understand the effects 

time; i.e. when the trade is taken (Part II) and analyze for basic algebraic probability (Part III). 

Understanding and use of Parts I & II & III leads to substantial P/L improvements, which I collectively call 

1K A Day Club™.   In this review I will cover Part I and its companion subject vital to effective trading: your 

trade computer. 

Part I: Evaluation of Exit Strategy: For every valid trade entry (and I especially apply this to Trade 

Titans), I look at P/L outcome from 10 different exit strategies (6 bracket trades; 4 trailing stops). 

Accordingly, each valid entry is tracked individually by 10 specific exit strategies, so after 100 trade entries I 

will have 1000 trade outcomes.  

Ask for more money per trade and you will get it. 

Don’t ask for it, and you have made a beta error. 
 
In business, alpha errors occur we decide to do something that ought not to 

have been done – decisions destined to fail and fail they do: the largest all 

time alpha error was the decision by the Coca-Cola Corp to launch of New 

Clear Coke. An expensive and obvious market blunder. In our world of 

trading, an alpha error occurs when we decide to enter a trade and price 

goes immediately against us and we take a full stop out.   

Beta errors occur when we avoid doing something that ought to have been done - decisions to avoid 

something that is destined to succeed but often later. The largest all time business beta error was the 

failure of Boston University to accept the risky $4000 offer from Alexander Graham Bell, then a 
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financially- strapped fledging professor at BU, to buy 25% ownership of what would become ATT. Concern 

for investment loss subordinated the attraction of distant future profits, that is fear of loss trumped the 

potential profits.  That decision foreclosed on a $4K (K as in thousand) investment would have grown to 

$40BB (B as in billion).  

Unlike alpha errors, beta errors may cost nothing right away and may not be obvious (if at all) until some 

later date. In trading, a beta error occurs when we decide to minimize current risk at the expense of future 

gain. For example, we take a trade, take a first small target, move our stop to B/E and get stopped out, only 

to see (later in the day) that we missed a massive price move that would have yielded immense profits. Our 

efforts to avoid immediate risk resulted in a beta error: forfeiture of much larger future profits that dwarfed 

our actual profits. Thus in beta error trades we get penalized for not doing the right thing.  

Our problem is that we can be over-protective of immediate trade loss and in doing so, we take steps to 

minimize that loss to such an extent that we silently obliterate the potential for much greater future wealth. 

We are committing repeated beta errors often without even a shrug of concern.  So how do we develop a 

trade strategy that minimizes beta errors in trading so as to maximize wealth? Below is how I do it: 

Let us start with a model “beta error trade” strategy 

as follows: TF buy, 3 contracts, 10 tick stop, first off 

at +5 ticks; then we move stop to B/E, which is often 

referred to a riskless trade or no- risk trade (as you 

will see, fundamentally not true). With stops at B/E, 

our second target is 10 ticks, and third contract is a 

10 tick trailing stop.  So, we enter trade, price moves 

up 8 ticks, first contract off at +5, and then retraces 

and we get B/E on last 2 contracts. Gross P/L of $50 

total on 3 contracts.   

So let us see the beta error of that beta error trade.  

Of the 10 exit strategies I spoke of, we will just use 

the 6 different bracket trades: 10 tick target/10 tick 

stop; 15/15, 18/18, 21/21, 28/28, and 31/31. It turns out in this beta error trade example, my bracket trades 

made $300, $450, $540, $630, $840 and $930 on the same index with the same entry at the same time 

with same number of contracts. Price just took off after entry and you could argue I choose a trade that 

would exemplify my strategies – I did! However I think it a beta error to make only $50 when you could 

make $930 even if for only one trade.  In these bracket trades, I am asking for greater and greater wealth 

per trade (with matched risk per trade) and over 200 model trades I will find out which bracket trade makes 

the most average profit per trade. And who will tell me that information? Mr. Market will, as he reminds us: if 

you ask for more, you will get more.   
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Over 2 months involving 200 TF trades, wonder 

which strategy made the most P/L per trade? 

Was it a bracket trade (and if so which one) or 

the “beta error trade? Well wonder no more – 

see the results.  

It should be obvious when we are foremost 

absorbed with minimizing immediate loss that we 

ignore potential future profits. Accordingly our 

original $50 gain as derived from a ‘no-risk trade” 

in fact over time had the smallest P/L per trade 

as it forfeited large futures profits in the name of 

minimizing present loss. Our riskless trade, at $78 per trade vs. $218, changed our annualized profit from 

$261,600 to $93,600. Failing to make $168,000 seems risky me to me.   

Part I: Your trading computer; Chris Anthony. Retail traders give scant consideration to their computers, 

hardware or internet connections, as trading via popular platforms poses few challenges.  These platforms 

reside on your computer or on your Virtual Private Server (VPS), which is nothing more than a remote 

computer running your trading platform.  Ninja Trader 7 minimum system requirements include a P4 

processor and 2GB (7); TradeStation is similar at single-core Intel/2GB (8).  These minimums are 

borderline insufficient: in order to run these types of platforms, we recommend a Core i7 and 12 GB of 

RAM.  This will provide decent use, excluding large numbers of indicators or data intensive programs 

(market profile/order flow).  If planning for such indicators, consider a six core i7/32 GB of RAM.   

For discretionary trading, internet lag affects trade execution; Ninja recommends internet speed in the 1.5-

3.0 Mbps range.  Test your internet speed (9, 10) using a ping from your computer to Chicago or New York 

to get an approximate time it will take to get your signal to these locations. For example Dr. Dean’s stats 

were 47.77 Mbps download; 5.00 Mbps upload; 11/18 msec ping latency (NY/Chicago). Big VPS firms will 

guarantee 1 msec (better fills, less slippage). Normal is 20-30 msec; 40-70 msec puts you at a 

disadvantage. If your ping latency is too great, increase your internet speed (faster is better) through your 

provider.  

Lastly, the big question is where to buy a computer? BestBuy? An online computer site?  By careful 

comparison for either desktop or laptop, I recommend ibuypower.com.  They are 10% - 30% less costly, 

offering very effective trade systems in the $1800 range.  Performance reflects the quality of the CPU, 

memory, motherboard, and power supply; these components are what pre-packaged computer sellers 

usually downgrade.  Allowing ibuypower.com to design your system will achieve a far superior product to 

store bought “ready to go” computers.   

The cost of a trading computer can be amortized over 3-5 years, so it’s best not to skimp on it. Instead 

spend the extra $500 to get something which won’t be obsolete the day you take it out of the box.  Good 

luck and good trading. 
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Lessons Learned for the Fortitude: This concludes Part I of III of the 1$K A Day Club. Ask for money and 

you will get it is a logic that can be applied to any index, any room and any trade.  In the next review I will 

address control of time (diurnal variation, circadian rhythm) and a companion expert opinion of comparison 

of trading platforms.  
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